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Introduction

Abstract

In clinical trials, survival endpoints are often used to assess the effect of new therapies. Several

methods have been proposed to compare two or more treatments in the analysis of survival data.

Log-rank test have been used traditionally and is still used to compare survival curves under propor-

tional hazards scenario. With an increase in drug development, immunotherapies and vaccines were

developed to treat and prolong the lives of cancer patients and other diseases. Such treatments and

vaccines mostly take time to have an effect or start working positively, thus they show their effect

late during follow up period in a trial. In these situations, the assumption of proportional hazards

is violated. Generalized pairwise comparisons and weighted log-rank tests can be used to compare

survival curves even when hazards are not proportional over time. The power of the generalized

pairwise comparisons was compared to the power of weighted log-rank tests using simulations for

three scenarios of survival differences. These scenarios includes proportional hazards, delayed treat-

ment effect and cure rate. The overall hazard ratio for all scenarios was kept the same for these

three scenarios for comparability. Under proportional hazards scenario, the standard log-rank test is

more powerful than all other tests. The log-rank test loses some power in the presence of censored

observations. The net benefit is less powerful than the log-rank test and loses power with increase

in threshold of clinical relevance. When there is a delay in treatment effect, the net benefit gains

power with an increase in clinical relevance. It is equally powerful to the Fleming and Harrington

weighted log-rank test which gives more power to late failure times, for large thresholds of clinical

relevance. If a proportion of patients is cured, the net benefit is more powerful than any other test if

large thresholds are used. Time of analysis plays an important role in the power of both generalized

pairwise comparisons and weighted log-tank tests.

Keywords: Generalized pairwise comparisons; Net benefit; Weighted log-rank test;

Power; Proportional hazards
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1 Introduction

The main interest in the analysis of survival data is in the comparison of the patients in two different

treatment groups. The main idea is to test whether patients in the new treatment group tend to survive

longer or benefit more than patients in the control group. Analysis of clinical trials data is done at a pre-

specified time. However some patients experience an event during trial period and some does not. Some

patients are lost to follow up and some experience events that makes it difficult to observe an event of

interest. This results in censored observations. Estimation and comparison of survival curves is straight

forward if all observations are observed completely. However in the presence of censored observations,

specialized methods which takes censoring into account are needed in the comparison of survival curves.

The log-rank test is a commonly used method for comparing survival curves and observing treatment

benefits when hazards are proportional in time to event endpoints. The method was proposed by Mantel

and Haenszel in 1959 and can be used when observations are censored. If there is no censoring, stan-

dard two sample tests can be used to compare two treatment groups. The log-rank test is known to be

powerful and optimum when hazard ratios are not varying with time. However it loses power when the

proportional hazards assumption is not met. When treatment effect is delayed, the proportional hazards

assumption will nolonger hold. With an improvement in the drug development, immunotherapies and

cancer vaccines for treatment of cancers lead to delays in the treatment effect and therefore leading to

violation of the proportional hazards assumption. The overall hazard ratio ceases to have a simple inter-

pretation since it is a function of time. Therefore the log-rank test lose power to detect true treatment

benefits.

There are quite a number of scenarios where the non-proportionality of hazards situation is serious.

There is a situation where a treatment shows early treatment benefits and loses its effect with time

leading to the convergence or crossing of hazards (Yang, S. & Prentice, R., 2010). This leads to violation

of the proportional hazards assumption. Another example of such situations is where a treatment takes

time to show its effect, that is delayed treatment effect. Thus there is small or no treatment benefit

earlier during the trial. Survival curves start to diverge later during the trial follow up for example when

a treatment has high deaths due to complications or adverse effects then shows treatments benefits later

during follow up. These situations cannot be handled properly by log-rank test since the hazards are no

longer proportional over time.

However, researchers came up with various approaches to handle situations where hazards are not pro-

portional over time. These methods includes the weighted log-rank tests and generalized pairwise com-

parisons(GPC). This study aims at comparing the power of the net benefit which is based on generalized

pairwise comparisons to the Fleming and Harrington weighted log-rank tests which is an extension of

log-rank test by using different weights on survival times. Both weighted log-rank tests and GPC can
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be applied when the proportional hazards assumption is not met. In this study, the power of these tests

is assessed using simulated datasets from a randomized clinical trial under three different scenarios of

survival differences. These include proportional hazards, delayed treatment effect and cure rate.

In previous studies, it was shown that the GPC has high power compared to the most common log-rank

test when there is delayed treatment effect. Weighted log-rank tests which uses different weighting on

different failure times was shown to be more powerful than the common log-rank test when treatment

effect is delayed(Su, Z. & Zhu, M., 2017). These methods can be applied in medical field for example in

cancer screening trials. The UKCTOCS did not manage to reach statistical significance for the primary

endpoint with the log-rank test in the screening trial for ovarian cancer because late screening effects

were not taken into account(Jacobs, I J., 2015). The log-rank test did not have enough power to detect

delayed treatment effects. Thus using methods which takes delayed treatment effects into account will

give valid and more relevant estimates of the treatment effects.

Generalized pairwise comparisons and weighted log-rank tests are described in detail in section two

showing how each method works together with advantages and limitations. Comparison of generalized

pairwise comparisons and weighted log-rank test by simulations is described in section three for each

scenario of survival difference. Results interpretation and discussion is described in section four. The

final section gives the conclusive discussion and recommendations with respect to future similar studies.

6



Introduction

2 Methodology

2.1 Generalized pairwise comparisons

Generalized pairwise comparisons extends non-parametric tests and lead to a general measure of the

difference between the treatment groups called the ”proportion in favor of treatment” or ”net benefit”

which is related to traditional measures of treatment effect for a single variable (Buyse, M., 2010). The

method extends the U-statistics of the Wilcoxon Mann Whitney test. The Wilcoxon Mann Whitney can

be applied to both continuous and binary outcomes when there is no censoring in the data and cannot

be applied if there are censored observations in the data since it would be not possible to rank obser-

vations. Some observations might not have experienced an event during the time of comparison. One

way to handle such situations, suggested by Gehan(1965), is to use pairwise comparisons. Thus with

generalized pairwise comparisons, data with censored observations can be analyzed and also allowing

group comparisons for variables of any type.

In generalized pairwise comparisons, there is comparisons of all possible pairs of individuals with one

from treatment group and the other from the control group. A pair of individuals is considered favorable

if an individual from the the treatment group is better than an individual from the control group by

a certain amount larger than a clinically relevant threshold that is pre-specified. A pair is considered

unfavorable if an individual from the control group is better than the one from the treatment group. It

is also considered neutral if no difference is observed between the two individuals from the two groups.

However, using an extension of generalized pairwise comparisons, a pair of censored observations is

not considered uninformative but rather uses the magnitude of the censored observations to calculate

the score values. Let Xi and Yi be observed outcomes of a time to event outcome measure with Xi

being the observed outcome from the control group for i = 1, 2, ..., n and Yi from the treatment group

for j = 1, 2, ...,m. Thus the pairwise score indicator for each pair of control outcome and treatment

outcome is given by

Uij =


+1 if pair (Xi, Yj) is favorable

−1 if pair (Xi, Yj) is unfavorable

0 Neutral

Table 1 shows calculations of the pairwise score values using extended generalized pairwise comparisons

proposed by Peron et al (2016), which makes better use of censored observation by considering the

information available for the censored observations. When a pair has both observations censored, the

extended generalized pairwise comparisons makes use of the available information by considering the

magnitude of the censored observations. Let Xi and Yj be uncensored observations and X ′i and Y ′j be

censored observations with a pre-specified clinically relevant threshold ε.

Page 7



Methodology

Table 1: Pairwise score values (Uij) computed using the extended procedure for generalized pairwise
comparisons of a time to event outcome

Censoring Pairwise Comparison Uij

No censoring
Xi − Yj ≥ ε +1
Xi − Yj ≤ −ε -1
|Xi − Yj |< ε 0

X censored and Y not censored
X ′i − Yj ≥ ε +1

X ′i − Yj ≤ −ε
ŜT (yj+ε)+ŜT (yj−ε)

ŜT (Xi)
− 1

|X ′i − Yj |< ε
ŜT (yj+ε)

ŜT (Xi)

Y censored and X not censored
Xi − Y ′j ≥ ε 1− ŜC(xi+ε)+ŜC(xi−ε)

ŜC(yj)

Xi − Y ′j ≤ −ε -1

|Xi − Y ′j |< ε − ŜC(xi+ε)

ŜC(yj)

Both X and Y Censored
X ′i − Y ′j ≥ ε 1− ŜC(xi−ε)

ŜC(yj)
−
∫∞
t>xi−ε

ŜT (t+ε)

ŜT (xi)ŜC(yj)
dŜC(t) +

∫∞
t>xi

ŜC(t+ε)

ŜT (xi)ŜC(yj)
dŜT (t)

X ′i − Y ′j ≤ −ε −
∫∞
t>yi

ŜT (t+ε)

ŜT (xi)ŜC(yj)
dŜC(t) +

ŜT (yj−ε)
ŜT (xi)

+
∫∞
t>yj−ε

ŜC(t+ε)

ŜT (xi)ŜC(yj)
dŜT (t)− 1

|X ′i − Y ′j |< ε
∫∞
t>yj

ŜT (t+ε)

ŜT (xi)ŜC(yj)
dŜC(t) +

∫∞
t>xi

ŜC(t+ε)

ŜT (xi)ŜC(yj)
dŜT (t)

2.1.1 Net benefit

Net benefit is used to measure the treatment benefit and is defined as the probability that a random

patient in the treatment group survives longer than a random patient in the control group minus the

probability of the opposite situation(Peron, J., 2016). The net benefit is estimated using generalized

pairwise comparisons. It shows the net chance of surviving of a patient on treatment than when not on

treatment. The net benefit is estimated by

û = ∆ =
1

n.m

n∑
i=1

m∑
j=1

Uij (1)

which is the difference between the number of favorable and unfavorable pairs divided by the overall

number of pairs. For ∆=0, the treatment group and the control group are not different. For ∆ > 0, the

treatment group is better than the control group and for ∆ < 0, the control group is better than the

treatment group. If the calculated net benefit is 0.05, it means that a random patient from the treatment

group has 5% more chance or probability of surviving longer than a random patient in the control group.

The net benefit does not depend on the type of variables considered thus it can be calculated for any type

of outcome variable. It is closely related to the probabilistic index which is also a measure of treatment

effect. The net benefit is advantageous in that it is easier to interpret than probabilistic index and a net

benefit of zero implies no treatment effect.

2.2 Weighted log-rank test

A frequently used statistical method for the analysis of clinical data is a non-parametric test to com-

pare the survival times for the two patient groups. The log-rank test is the commonly used test to

compare survival curves (Schoenfeld D, 1981). It gives equal weights to all failure times in the trial.

It assumes that the hazard functions for the two patient groups are not changing with time. However,

when the proportional hazards assumption is not satisfied, log-rank test loses power and the standard

Missing Data Analysis Page 8



Cox model generally produces biased estimates under such conditions (Lin R S& Leon L F, 2017). Some

situations in survival time such as delayed treatment effect violates the proportional hazards assumption.

The log-rank test compares outcomes over the whole time interval and may not adequately detect im-

portant differences between groups which occur either early or late in the interval (Karadeniz, P G. &

Ercan, I., 2017). However weighted log-rank tests are used in situations where the proportional haz-

ards assumption does not apply by using different weighting on failure times. They increase power and

sensitivity when the hazard functions depends on time. They also allow for the inflation of early or

late treatment differences at an optimal power. Weighted log-rank tests preserves type 1 error when

the hazards are not proportional. However the method can be sub-optimal when the weights are not

specified correctly. The choice of weights for the log-rank tests is far from intuitive.

Table 2: Summary of events at time tk
Treatment Group Treatment Control Total

Number of events d1k d2k dk
Number at risk r1k r2k rk

Table 2 gives summary of events which are calculated repeated for all time points. d1k and d2k are the

number of individuals who experienced an event of interest in treatment and control group respectively at

time k. r1k and r2k are the number of individuals at risk in the treatment and control group respectively

at time k. dk and rk are the number of individuals who experienced an event of interest and number

of individuals at risk respectively in both groups at time k. Expected and observed events are also

calculated from this table for each treatment.

Oik = dik (2)

Eik = dk
rik
rk

(3)

Oik is the number of observed outcomes in group i at time k, Eik is the number of expected outcomes

in group i at time k, Wk are weights at time k, observed from time t1 < t2 < ... < ts. The test statistic

for the weighted log-rank test is given by

[
∑s
k=1Wk(Oik − Eik)]2∑s

k=1 var(Wk(Oik − Eik))
(4)

Wk are weights at time k.

Different weighting choices in the weighted equations for different tests have been proposed. The log-rank

test uses equal weighting for both early and late failure times. The Gehan Generalized Wilcoxon test

proposed by Gehan in 1965 uses the number of patients at risk as weights. Tarone-Ware in 1977 also

proposed a test which uses the number of patients at risk as weights by taking the square root of the

number of patients at risk. The weights given by Tarone-Ware test are smaller than those given by Gehan
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Generalized Wilcoxon test. The Peto-Peto test uses the modified Kaplan Meier estimator as weights.

The Fleming and Harrington class of weights uses the Kaplan Meier estimate raised to a specified power

to calculate the weights. Details of each of the tests and test statistics are given below.

• Log-rank (Mantel, N.& Haenszel, W.,1959)

The Log-rank test is used to compare survival curves when hazards are proportional over time. It

assumes that the hazard functions are parallel hence hazard ratios for the two treatment groups

are constant for all the time points. The weight function is given by Wk = 1. Thus there is equal

weighting of the earlier failure times and late failure times since the hazards are constant over time.

The test statistics for the log-rank test is given by

[
∑s
k=1(Oik − Eik)]2∑s

k=1 var((Oik − Eik))
(5)

There is no weight function in the test statistics equation because there is equal weighting of the

failure times.

• Gehan Generalized Wilcoxon Test(Gehan A, 1965)

Is a distribution-free two-sample test which is an extension of the Wilcoxon test to samples with

arbitrary censoring on the right (Gehan A, 1965). It uses total number of patients at risk at each

failure time as weights, that is Wk = rk. The Gehan Generalized Wilcoxon Test put more emphasis

on early survival times where the number of people at risk is larger since it uses the number at risk

as weights. Thus more weight is given to early survival times than late survival times where the

number of individual at risk is small.

[
∑s
k=1 rk(Oik − Eik)]2∑s

k=1 var(rk(Oik − Eik))
(6)

where rk is the total number of patients at risk at time k.

• Tarone-Ware (Tarone R E& Ware J, 1977)

The Taron-Ware tests also uses the number of individual patients at risk as weights. The weights

are given as the square root of the number of individuals at risk, that is Wk =
√
rk. More weight

is given on earlier survival times than late since the number of individuals at risk are more at

the earlier than later. The weights used are smaller than those used by the Gehan Generalized

Wilcoxon Test.
[
∑s
k=1

√
rk(Oik − Eik)]2∑s

k=1 var(
√
rk(Oik − Eik))

(7)

• Peto-Peto (Peto, R., & Peto, J., 1972)

The Peto-Peto test is used when hazards are not proportional and uses the estimation of survival

function, the modified version of the Kaplan-Meir estimator, as weights (Karadeniz, P G. & Ercan,

I., 2017). The weight function is given by Wk = ˆS(tk). Thus earlier failure times receives larger

10



weights than late failure times because survival functions are larger at the earlier.

[
∑s
k=1

ˆS(tk)(Oik − Eik)]2∑s
k=1 var(

ˆS(tk)(Oik − Eik))
(8)

where ˆS(tk) is the modified Kaplan Meier estimator at time k.

• Fleming & Harrington family, Gρ,γ(Fleming T R & Harrington D P, 1991)

The Gρ,γ uses Wk = (Ŝ(tk−1))ρ(1 − Ŝ(tk−1))γ as weight function and has two parameters ρ ≥ 0

and γ ≥ 0. For ρ = γ = 0, then we have the standard log-rank test, for ρ = 1 and γ = 0 then we

have Gehan’s Generalized Wilcoxon test.

Some treatments reduce the hazard function in the earlier periods of the follow-up and the treatment

effect becomes negligible later during follow-up (Karadeniz, P G. & Ercan, I., 2017). Thus methods such

as Generalized Wilcoxon Test and Tarone-Ware test which gives more weight to earlier failure times

can be used when earlier treatment effect is expected. The Gρ,γ is flexible and it can be adjusted for

either early, middle or late survival times to have more weights. This study focuses on Gρ,γ class of

weights proposed by Fleming and Harrington (1981). The Gρ,γ class of weights is much more flexible

in detecting early and late survival times. For large values of ρ, early differences in survival differences

can be detected. For large values of γ, late differences in survival differences can be detected. For equal

values of ρ and γ, more weights are given to failure times occurring at the middle of the overall follow

up time.

2.3 Fleming and Harrington family(Gρ,γ)

The Flemming and Harrington family of weights is a subclass of weighted log-rank statistics proposed

by Fleming and Harrington (1981) used to compare survival curves between two treatment groups. The

Gρ,γ class of weights is much flexible in detecting early and late survival differences and is less powerful

than the standard log-rank test when hazards are proportional over time. The weights should be spec-

ified prior to collection of the data for the results to be meaningful. In Fine et al 2006, it was shown

that weighted log-rank tests under Gρ,γ are more powerful than standard log-rank test when treatment

effect is delayed even by any small delay. Choice of weights for the parameters ρ and γ are illustrated in

Figure 1. Higher values of ρ results in detection of early differences in survival times and higher values

of γ results in detection of late differences in survival times.

For the Gρ,γ class of weights, the weight function is chosen to be the Kaplan-Meier estimate of the

survival function raised to a specified power (Buyske S, Fagerstrom R & Ying Z, 2012). The standard

log-rank test(ρ = 0, γ = 0) and the Peto Prentice (ρ = 1, γ = 0) are special cases of the Gρ,γ class of

weights. It is more advantageous because choosing or changing weights leads to increased efficiency than

other tests because the choice of ρ and γ determines where much or less weight is going.
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The weights for the Gρ,γ class of weights is given by

Wk = (Ŝ(tk−1))ρ(1− Ŝ(tk−1))γ (9)

At time k, the survival function is evaluated at a previous time to failure tk−1. The test statistic for the

Gρ,γ is given by
[
∑s
k=1(Ŝ(tk−1))ρ(1− Ŝ(tk−1))γ(Oik − Eik)]2∑s

k=1 var((Ŝ(tk−1))ρ(1− Ŝ(tk−1))γ(Oik − Eik))
(10)

where

ˆS(x) =
∏
tk≤t

(
1− dk

rk

)
(11)

is the estimator of the Kaplan-Meier survivor function.

Figure 1 shows different weight choices for ρ and γ. Thus the description of each of the scenarios is given

below.

(a) ρ = 0 and γ = 0: There is equal weighting of all the failure times, thus early and late survival

times are weighted equally. It is equivalent to the standard log-rank test. The weight function is

given by

Wk = 1 (12)

(b) ρ = 1 and γ = 0: More weights are given to earlier failure times. Failure times that happens late

are given small weights because larger hazard functions are found at the beginning. It is equivalent

to the Peto-Peto test. The weight function is given by

Wk = ˆS(t) (13)

(c) ρ = 1 and γ = 1: . More weight is given to failure times that happens at the middle of the total

follow up time. Failure times that happens early and late are given smaller weights than the ones

at the middle. The weight function is given by

Wk = ˆS(t)(1− ˆS(t)) (14)

(d) ρ = 0 and γ = 1: More weights are given to late failure times and less weights are given to earlier

failure times. The weight function is given by

Wk = (1− ˆS(t)) (15)
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Figure 1: Fleming and Harrington family choice of weights
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3 Comparison of methods by simulations

In an attempt to find the most powerful test when there are scenarios of survival differences, 1000 datasets

of each scenario were generated by simulation. The scenarios include the proportional hazards, delayed

treatment effect and cure rate scenario. Each of the 1000 datasets includes two treatment groups, the

control group and the treatment group, each with 100 patients. Administrative censoring was introduced

by arbitrarily choosing two dates of analysis so that there is 0% and 20% censoring in the dataset. The

initial hazard ratio was arbitrarily chosen to be 0.65. Thus for all the three scenarios, the proportional

hazards parameters are chosen in such a way that the overall hazard ratio remains at 0.65 so that the

scenarios of the survival differences can be comparable. For the first scenario of proportional hazards, the

hazard ratio was kept constant at 0.65. The second scenario, there is a delay in the effect of a treatment.

Thus the hazards are no-longer proportional. The hazard ratio stayed at 100% for the first 4 months

of the follow up time showing no treatment effect and decreased to 30% in later times of the follow up

showing delayed treatment effect. The third scenario consists of overall cure of a proportion of patients.

The hazards dropped continuously from 100% to exactly 0% in a year of follow up. For each dataset

in each scenario, the net benefit and weighted log-rank tests were computed and tested for statistical

significance. The common log-rank test which is a special case of the weighted log-rank tests was also

included for comparison. The power of the test was calculated by considering the proportion of the

tests, in a thousand tests, that have a statistical significance p-value less than 0.05 level of significance.

The larger the proportion of p-values less than 0.05 the smaller the probabilities of false positive that

is the probability of making a wrong conclusion that there is difference between treatments when there

is no real difference. The power of the net benefit and weighted log-rank tests were plotted under the

three scenarios of survival differences. The power was plotted against different thresholds of clinical

relevance(t) in months.

15
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4 Results

4.1 Survival curves

Figure 2: Survival curves for 3 scenarios of survival differences

Figure 2 shows the survival probabilities for the two treatment groups plotted under three scenarios of

survival differences that is proportional hazards, delayed treatment effect and overall cure. The first

plot shows the survival curves under the proportional hazards. In the plot, the treatment group shows

to have survival benefit over the control group. The log-rank test can be used to assess the survival

curves under this scenario as hazards have shown to be proportional over time. The middle plot shows

survival probabilities of the two treatment groups in the presence of delayed in the treatment effect. The

plot shows that there is no treatment difference for the first four months of the trial and curves start

to diverge later on after four months of the follow up. The treatment group shows to be much more

beneficial than the control group as it is shown by a large divergence of the survival curves. The last plot

shows survival probabilities when there is overall cure for a proportion of patients showing a continuous

difference between the treatment and the control group with much large treatment benefits from the

treatment group for later follow up times.
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4.2 Estimation of treatment effect

Analysis of survival data was done to estimate treatment effect for the 200 patients in both treatment

groups. For all three scenarios of survival difference, patients in treatment group survived longer than

patients in control group. This is shown by a significant median survival time of 10.76 months for

patients in treatment group compared to 6.96 months for patients in control group under proportional

hazards scenario(confidence interval 6.78− 11.04 months). The median survival time under the delayed

treatment effect is 7.59 months for patients in treatment group compared to 6.95 months for patients in

control group. The same patterns are observed for the cure rate scenario where patients in treatment

group tends to have longer significant median survival time than the ones in the control group. In figure

2, under delayed treatment effect and cure rate scenario, a proportion of patients have shown to gain

late or long term treatment benefits as illustrated by late divergence of survival curves.

Figure 3 shows the overall net benefit for each scenario of survival difference. For proportional hazards,

the overall net benefit decreased with an increase the threshold of clinical relevance. When any survival

difference is considered clinically relevant(threshold of clinical relevance=0 months), the net benefit is

21%. This means a patient in the treatment group has 21% more chance of surviving longer than a patient

in the control group when any survival benefit is considered relevant. However, The overall net benefit

drops down to 14% when considering a threshold of clinical relevance of 24 months. This means that the

power to detect true treatment benefit decrease with an increase in threshold of clinical relevance when

hazards are proportional. The same patterns are also observed in the presence of censored observations

were there is a lower treatment benefit than in the absence of censored observations.

In the presence of delayed treatment effect(Figure 3, top right), the net benefit increased with an increase

in the threshold of clinical relevance and tend to decrease when long-term thresholds are considered.

When any treatment benefit is considered clinically relevant, the net benefit is 12% which means that a

patient in the treatment group has 12% chance of surviving longer than a patient in the control group.

At a threshold of 24 months, the net benefit is 15%. The net benefit under delayed treatment effect is

maintained around 11% when longer thresholds of clinical relevance are considered. In this case, same

patterns are observed in the presence of censored observations.

When a proportion of patients is cured, as shown in Figure 3 bottom left, the net benefit increases with

an increase in threshold of clinical relevance. For small thresholds of clinical relevance, the net benefit

is small and is more pronounced for long-term thresholds of clinical relevance. When any treatment is

considered clinically relevant, the net benefit is 11%. When a threshold of 24 months is considered the

net benefit is 20% in favor of the treatment group. For long term thresholds of clinical relevance, the

net benefit is even more higher. When a threshold of 42 months is considered clinically relevant, the net

benefit is 24% implying that a patient in the treatment group benefit much more than a patient in the

control group. When some of the observations are censored, the same pattern follows for the cure rate

scenario.
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Figure 3: Net survival benefit for each scenario of survival difference: Proportional hazard, top left;
delayed treatment effect, top right and cure rate, bottom left.
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4.3 Scenario 1: Proportional Hazards

Figure 4: Survival curves under proportional hazards scenario

Survival curves produced under proportional hazards scenario are shown in Figure 4. Four different tests

were used to produce and compare the survival curves. The tests includes net benefit estimated by GPC,

log-rank test, the Fleming and HarringtonG1,1 and the Fleming and HarringtonG0,1. Under proportional

hazards, the hazards ratios for the two groups of treatments should be constant thus parallel survival

functions. In this case, the log-rank test has the highest power of detecting treatment effect than all other

tests with a power of 86% when there is no censoring and 77% in the presence of censored observations.

When considering any survival difference, that is t = 0 threshold of clinical relevance, the net benefit

has a power of 74%. The power increased with an increase in the threshold to 82% at a threshold of 18

months. Thus at a threshold of 18 months, the net benefit is almost as powerful as the standard log-rank

test under proportional hazards assumption. When there are censored observations, the log-rank test

remains the most powerful followed by the net benefit with power 77% and 75% respectively. From month

18, the net benefit starts to decrease in power with an increase in the threshold of clinical relevance. At

month 42 the power for the net benefit dropped to 54%. In this case the Fleming and Harrington G0,1

is the least powerful and it is more affected by the presence of censored observations. The power of the

weighted log-rank tests remained constant with changes in the threshold of clinical relevance but the net
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benefit did depend on the threshold.

4.4 Scenario 2: Delayed Treatment effect

Figure 5: Survival curves under delayed treatment effect scenario

Figure 5 shows survival power curves produced in the presence of delayed treatment effect using

net benefit, log-rank test, the Fleming and Harrington G1,1 and the Fleming and Harrington G0,1. At

a threshold of month t = 0, the net benefit has the lowest power as compared to all other test with

the Fleming and Harrington G0,1 having the highest power of 98% as compared to 22% when there no

censoring and 81% as compared to 19% when there is censoring. The log-rank test and the Fleming

and Harrington G1,1 also performed better than net benefit at threshold t = 0. The power of the net

benefit increased with an increase in the threshold of clinical pertinence. At month t = 24, the power of

net benefit rose from 22% to 96% in the absence of censoring and from 19% to 82% when there is 20%

censoring. It became more powerful than the standard log-rank test and the Fleming and Harrington

G1,1 except for the Fleming and Harrington G0,1 which remained the most powerful than all the tests. At

month t = 42, the power of the net benefit rose to 98% with no censoring and 67% when there is censoring

and starts to decrease for very long thresholds that is t > 42 months. The Fleming and Harrington G0,1

remained the most powerful even for very long term thresholds. The Fleming and Harrington G0,1 lost
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power in the presence of censored observations that is from 98% to 81% in the presence of 20% censoring.

The standard log-rank test and the Fleming and Harrington G1,1 are the least powerful in the presence

of delayed treatment effect with power of 76% and 66% when there is no censoring and 47% and 47%

in the presence of censored observations respectively. The log-rank test lost more power than all other

tests in the presence of censored observations.

4.5 Scenario 3: Cure rate

Figure 6: Survival curves under cure rate scenario

Figure 6 shows survival curves plotted under cure rate scenario. The curves are produced from the

four tests which includes net benefit, log-rank test, the Fleming and Harrington G1,1 and the Fleming

and Harrington G0,1 in the presence of 0% and 20% administrative censoring. When the threshold of

clinical relevance is zero(t = 0 months), that is any survival benefit is considered clinically relevant.

When considering any treatment benefit to be clinically relevant, the net benefit has the lowest power

as compared to all other tests with a power of 23% in the absence of censoring and 18% in the presence

of censoring. The Fleming and Harrington G0,1 has the highest power 99% and 84% when observations

are censored at a threshold of 24 months. As the large survival differences are considered relevant, the

power of the net benefit started to increase. Thus at a threshold of 24 months(t = 0 months), the power
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of net benefit rose from 23% to 98% in the absence of censored observations and from 18% to 91% in the

presence of censored observations. As the threshold of clinical relevance is further increased, the power

of net benefit is more evident and noticeable. The power of net benefit rose to 99.9% when a clinical

relevant survival difference of 42 months is considered and 96% in the presence of censored observations.

The net benefit became more powerful than weighted log-rank tests when large thresholds are considered.

The log-rank tests and the Fleming and Harrington G1,1 are the least powerful with power 82% and 66%

when there are no censored observations and 50% and 41% in the presence of censored observations

respectively. The net benefit did not lose much power in the presence of censored observations (99.9% to

96%) compared to any other tests under the cure rate scenario. It is worth noting that in the presence

of cure rate, the net benefit tends asymptotically to the cure rate, and as such provides a naturally and

intuitively appealing way of testing long-term treatment benefits.
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5 Discussion

The main aim in the analysis of survival data is to observe if patients on new treatment are deriving

benefit as compared to the ones on the control treatment. Log-rank test has been traditionally used to

compare two survival curves for the efficacy of the new treatment over the control. However the log-rank

test is only optimal if the proportional hazards assumption is not violated. With growth in the drug

development for example in immunotherapies and cancer vaccines, the proportional hazards assumption

is violated. Vaccines and some drugs takes time to start working or produce positive results in the

human system thus leading to delays in the treatment effect. This also happens with treatments that

are aggressive at the beginning of consumption by a patient and shows their effect or positive results

later during follow up. These situations and many more leads to violation of the proportional hazards

assumption hence the log-rank test loses power and results interpretation will be meaningless.

Generalized pairwise comparisons and weighted log-rank tests can be used to compare survival curves

even if the proportional hazards assumption is violated. These methods relaxes the assumption of propor-

tional hazards hence more powerful than the standard log-rank test when hazards are not proportional.

Generalized pairwise comparisons estimates the net chance of a better outcome (net benefit) with treat-

ment group than with control group by comparing the patients outcomes among all possible pairs taking

one patient from the treatment group and one patient from the control group. The net benefit is a mea-

sure of treatment effect which is defined as the expected proportion of patients for which the outcome is

higher in the treatment group minus the expected proportion of patients for which the outcome is higher

in the control group(Peron, J., 2016). The method is used as an alternative to other non-parametric tests

to assess treatment effect between two groups in the presence of censored observations. With general-

ized pairwise comparisons the outcome measure variable of any type for example time to event, binary,

continuous, can be used.

On the other hand, weighted log-rank tests are non-parametric methods which can also be used to com-

pare two survival curves for time to event endpoints. Weighted log-rank test with the Fleming-Harrington

class of weights can be used as the primary analysis in confirmatory studies of cancer vaccines focusing

on a survival endpoint, with the purpose of avoiding a substantial loss of statistical power(Hasegawa, T.,

2014). In contrary to the generalized pairwise comparisons, weighted log-rank tests can assess survival

times for treatment groups for time event outcomes. In this case the hazard ratio is used as the measure

of treatment effect. Hazards ratio interpretation can be meaningless or misleading when proportional

hazards is assumed when hazards are indeed not proportional.

When using generalized pairwise comparisons, the net benefit is easier to interpret and has a direct link

to individual patients. Survival differences by net benefit are more relevant to individual patients rather

than using the hazard ratio which interprets the differences as an overall risk reduction. The net benefit

is more advantageous in that a certain threshold is used to determine the benefit of the new treatment

than the control. A treatment is considered beneficial if the survival differences exceeds a pre-specified

clinically relevant threshold. The net benefit can be tested for significance using randomization tests.
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Major advantage of generalized pairwise comparisons is that multiple outcomes can be analyzed simulta-

neously. Outcome measure are prioritized according to their clinical relevance. This applies in situations

where more than one outcome measures are collected to answer the main objective. This provides much

individual information in the assessment of benefit by a new treatment. There is no imputation required

when using generalized pairwise comparisons. A pair of individual observations which are both censored

are not classified as non-informative. An extension of the generalized pairwise comparisons proposed by

Peron e tal 2016 uses the magnitude of the censored observations to calculate the score value which can

be used in the calculation of the net benefit.

The weighted log-rank test has an advantage that it is flexible and can be adjusted for early, middle

or late treatment effects. If the treatment group of interest is expected to have an effect earlier, a test

which gives more weight to early failure times is pre-specified. The same is applicable for late and middle

treatment effects. The problem is that it can be difficult to tell if the treatment is going to have an earlier

or delayed treatment effect. The weighted log-rank test will lose power if the weights are not specified

correctly. For example if it was pre-specified that with the new treatment under study there is going to

be an early treatment effect and the new treatment effect started working late during follow up. The

tests which detects early treatment effect will have little power to detect the delayed treatment effect

thus the probability of false positive will be high. Thus the issue of pre-specifying the weights should be

done with great caution because it might result in the loss of an effective treatment.

In the estimation of treatment effect, the net benefit depends on the threshold of clinical relevance. Un-

der proportional hazards, the net benefit decrease with an increase in the threshold of clinical relevance.

Large net benefits are observed when any treatments benefit is considered clinically relevant. In the

presence of delayed treatment effect, the net benefit increase with an increase in the threshold of clinical

relevance and decrease when long term thresholds are considered. The net benefit is is more pronounced

when a proportion of patients is cured overally. The net benefit increase with an increase in the threshold

of clinical relevance. The net benefit is even higher for long term thresholds. The same patterns are

observed in the presence of censored observations. The net benefit is lower in the presence of censored

observations as compared to situations where there is complete observations.

In this study the power of the weighted log-rank tests was compared to the power of generalized pairwise

comparisons for different thresholds of clinical relevance. The power of the log-rank test which is a special

case of the weighted log-rank tests depends only on the number of events since the hazards are assumed

to be constant over time. The power of the weighted log-rank tests depends on the number of events and

time of analysis but the power of generalized pairwise comparisons depends on the threshold of clinical

relevance and time of analysis as well. The power of the log-rank test was higher than the power of

the net benefit and other weighted log-rank tests under proportional hazards despite any threshold of

clinical relevance. The net benefit lost power when the survival differences were getting larger(increasing

t). However the power of the weighted log-rank tests are not affected by changes in the threshold of

clinical relevance but by the time of analysis.

The log-rank test is sub-optimal when there is a delay in treatment effect for example treatment effect
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Results and Discussion

of some cancer vaccines used for treating cancers. The log-rank tests lost power and even worst in the

availability of censored observations. The net benefit gained power with increase in the survival differ-

ences and begin to lose power when very large survival differences are encountered. The Fleming and

Harrington with ρ = 0 and γ = 1 has the highest power under delayed treatment scenario. It is as

powerful as the net benefit for large thresholds for example t = 42 months. The net benefit loses power

in the presence of censored observations especially when long thresholds are considered.

The power of net benefit is more defined when there is an overall cure in patients. It is more powerful

than all weighted log-rank tests under cure rate scenario. It does not lose much power in the presence

of censored observations. However the log-rank test and the Fleming and Harrington G1,1 are least

powerful when treatment effect is delayed and when there is overall cure in patients. The net benefit

remains powerful under cure rate even if large survival differences are encountered. The net benefit is

least powerful for very small survival differences for example t = 2 months. The net benefit depends on

the threshold of clinical relevance and duration of follow-up time. The duration of trial follow-up time

has a direct impact on censoring. However these issues are worth further research.

However these results are more meaningful if time of analysis is taken into account. It plays an important

role and it is also related to the threshold of clinical relevance. Small thresholds imply short time follow

up and very large thresholds imply a long time follow-up. If the treatment effect is delayed, a later

analysis will have higher power to detect a given treatment effect than an earlier analysis with the same

number of events. This means that the tests which gives much emphasis on the late failure times will

have much power to detect treatment effect when analysis is done late and results can be otherwise if

analysis is done early. For example in the simulation results under delayed treatment effect scenario, the

net benefit and the Fleming and Harrington G0,1 is more powerful if analysis is done late. If analysis is

done early the net benefit might not have much power to detect treatment effect than other tests. If new

treatment shows effects earlier, an analysis done earlier will also have greater power to detect treatment

effect than late. This also means that tests which gives more emphasis to earlier failure times will have

much power to detect treatment effect for example the Peto-Peto test and Gehan Generalized Wilcoxon

test.

In the case of proportional hazards scenario, time of analysis will not have any impact since hazards

are proportional over time thus the log-rank test will still remain the most powerful to detect treat-

ment effect when hazards are proportional. Another interesting feature of the log-rank test is that the

treatment effect is expressed as a hazard ratio, which is constant over time, that measures the relative

benefit. However this property does not apply to weighted log-rank tests since they depend on the time

of analysis. Under the cure rate scenario, some patients gets cured with time. Thus analyses done late

will have much power to detect treatment effect. If an analysis is done late, the net benefit will still

remain the most powerful under cure rate scenario. The issue of time of analysis is very important in

weighing the power of the tests and might require further research.
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